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ELECTRON BEAM EQUIPMENT 

Development of an Electron beam probing device for beam 

analysis at the exit of a 90° Electron beam bending system for 

inside welding 

Peter J. Oving, Samuel De Sousa 

The quality of EBWelds, realized by a 90° deflected Electron Beam, depends on operator defined 

parameters of the welding equipment, like gun voltage and current, beam centering, focus current(s), 

bending magnet current, welding distance and speed. The analysis of the Ebeam at the weld seam 

position permits beam quality assurance and thereby to maintain constant weld results in time. The 

small distance between the beam exit and the weld seam position asks for a special analyzer concept 

without the use of beam deflection. Techmeta’s TechScan (Patented beam analyzer system using a 

rotating disc scanner) and Techmeta’s TechBend (Patented 90° beam deflection system) have been 

adapted and associated to generate an instantaneous and undisturbed image of the EBeam current 

density distribution at the weld seam position. The high scan speed permits the analysis of medium 

power EBeams with real weld parameters. The probing device has been used to define the parameter 

set for the inside welding of Niobium half cells at equator and iris position. This paper presents the 

probing device setup, the operating mode and experimental results. 
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Introduction 

Today nearly all superconductive radio frequency 

(SCRF) accelerator cavities are realized by Electron 

beam (EB) welding. The cavities need an excellent 

inside surface smoothness to produce optimal physical 

parameters, i.e., high gradient and high quality factor. 

The surface aspect at iris and equator welds are of 

special interest due to the high local electric and 

magnetic RF fields. A weld defect at Iris position can 

lead to field emission and at equator position to 

magnetic quench. Electron beam weld seams are more 

easily mastered at the electron beam entrance side and 

to obtain a smooth inside surface of these cavities, 

inside welding should be done whenever possible [1]. 

In standard EB welding equipment, the cavity 

welding process was simplified, considering mass 

production, and resulted in iris welds done partially by 

inside and outside welding to prevent burn through 

holes and equator welds done by outside welding. The 

smooth inside surface is realized using a slightly 

defocused beam together with beam vibration. 

Fig.1. Single cell 1.3 GHz Tesla type cavity. 

For quality assessment the traditional beam 

analyzers are used to give a precise image of the 

electron beam energy density distribution. But this 

gives information only of the slightly defocused beam 

and not of the final energy deposition by beam 

vibration. 

Techmeta developed the 90° deflection tool for 

inside EB welding. The tool permits the realization of 

equator and iris welds from the inside. The need for 

quality assessment asked for an analyzer system 
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capable to give the two dimensional beam energy 

density distribution at the equator as well as the iris 

weld seam position. The existing beam analyzer 

systems of interest, all use beam deflection but the 

small distance between the work piece and the 90° 

deflection inside weld tool leaves no space for a 

deflection coil necessary for the beam analysis. An 

alternative analyzer concept has been developed based 

on Techmeta’s rotating disc scanner to perform scans 

directly at the exit for the 90° deflection tool. 

Existing Beam analyzers 

The high-power density of EBeams generate a high 

heat load on the analyzer system. Most of the 

commercial analyzer systems use fast beam deflection 

over a slit, pinhole or multiple slits to generate a raster 

scan of the beam. The concept for these systems is a 

moving beam passing over a fixed pinhole or slit [2 - 

4]. The associated software calculates the two-

dimensional array representing the beam profile. This 

2D-array presents the energy density distribution of 

the used beam. But if the weld is done with beam 

vibration, the final energy input can only be obtained 

through extra calculus taking into account the 

vibration pattern. 

Techmeta developed TechScan, an analyzer system 

for EBeam control and Go/Nogo for production. The 

concept of this system is a fixed beam with moving 

pinholes [5]. In this setup, the stationary beam 

exposes a series of rotating pinholes and the through 

coming current is collected in a faraday cup. The 

signal is used by the associated software to calculate 

the two-dimensional array representing the beam 

profile. The analyzer tool presents two scan positions 

to perform an integrity check of the tool before and 

after the electron beam scan.  

Fig.2. TechScan rotating disc scanner. 

An auxiliary target is used for beam current ramp-

up and stabilization. The tool also uses beam 

deflection but only to position the beam on the 

auxiliary target. After beam stabilization the 

deflection is stopped to permit a scan of the pure beam 

as used for welding. After the scan, the beam is 

redirected by deflection to the target for beam current 

ramp-down. The scan and calculated beam profile, 

give the final energy input at the weld seam. 

TechBend – Electron beam Inside welding tool 

The 90° Electron beam bending tool [6] has been 

developed for the inside electron beam welding of 

parts with a very small entrance diameter (Compatible 

with the 1.3 GHz SCRF cavities). To assure 

reproducible weld results special attention has been 

given to beam formation and beam guidance 

throughout the complete tool to create a rotationally 

symmetrical beam at the entrance of the 90° deflection 

section. The beam line is completed by a special 

centering device located at the entrance of the 90° 

bending section. The whole beam follows precisely 

the reference trajectory from cathode to impact on the 

weld seam.  

Fig.3. Diagram of TechBend 90° bending tool. 

The tool has also the possibility to vary the exit 

angle from a horizontal plane to a vertical plane or 

any direction in between. This parameter controls the 

gravity influence on the molten weld pool and permits 

finetuning of the weld bead surface. 

Outcoming beam shape of 90° TechBend tool 

The bending tool of special design uses a dipole 

for 90° beam deflection associated with a multipole to 

prepare the beam at the entrance of the dipole. The 

bending dipole, as designed for the TechBend, 

transforms an incoming round beam in an oval shaped 

outcoming beam. The multipole placed before the 

dipole gives the possibility to counteract the action of 

the dipole but also to accentuate the oval shape or to 

inverse the oval shape of the outcoming beam. The 

association of these two electron optical elements 

gives the possibility to completely master the exiting 

beam for beam shape and density distribution. The 

combined result of focalization coil, multipole and 

dipole current generates a beam sensitive to work 

piece distance. 
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Weld seam parameter search 

To produce optimal weld seam results, it is 

necessary to determine the best suited beam energy 

density distribution. The extra beam parameter of the 

multipole current, makes the parameter search for 

optimal weld parameters, a still more time-consuming 

process. The high price of Niobium samples asks for 

an intelligent approach to minimize the number of 

sample welds. A straight forward approach, is to build 

a data base of possible beam density distribution by 

the use of an adequate beam analyzer system 

associated with a reduced number of sample welds. 

Modified TechScan and Modified TechBend 

To realize a precise and repeatable beam profile of 

a 90° deflected Ebeam it is necessary that the beam 

follows the design reference trajectory and stays at 

any time on this reference trajectory. The automatic 

centering device gives a fixed beam position at the 

exit of the bending tool. To assure a repeatable weld 

beam profile it is necessary to monitor the exiting 

beam at the desired weld seam position. The Iris seam 

is a few millimeters and the equator seam a few 

centimeters from the beam exit of the 90° deflection 

tool. 

One possible way for beam monitoring is the 

rotating wire sensor but this gives only partially beam 

density information. The rotating disc scanner is the 

only available tool to give a 2D array representing the 

beam profile of the stationary beam. 

The TechScan tool has been reduced in size by the 

suppression of the auxiliary target to permit scans at 

the iris position. The auxiliary target has been 

replaced by a mobile shutter at the entrance of the 

deflection tool. This cooled shutter system replaces 

the deflection on the auxiliary target and permits to 

master the exposition time of the analyzer system. 

Fig.4. Diagram of modified TechBend/TechScan setup. 

The shutter intercepts the beam during current 

ramp-up and beam stabilization. After beam 

stabilization the shutter is removed to expose the 

rotating disc scanner for the very short acquisition 

time of less than 50 msec. After the beam scan, the 

shutter returns in place for current ramp-down. A back 

scattered electron detector permits the optimal 

synchronization between both tools. 

The TechScan is positioned on a mobile support 

system. The position of which can be adapted radially 

from iris to equator position, angularly to follow the 

beam exit angle and axially to permit scans on both 

positions of the scanner system for the integrity check. 

Fig.5. Software output screen with beam shapes and 

parameters. 

The analysis software has been modified to extract 

the parameters associated with the bending tool. The 

concept of a symmetrical round beam has been 

replaced by the concept of an oval or elliptically 

shaped beam.  

Experimental Results 

The association of TechBend and Techscan has 

been used to prepare and analyze weld parameters for 

the inside welding of two halfcells and one short 

endpipe of a Niobium 1.3 GHz SCRF cavity. 

The aim for the iris weld seam was a narrow 

smooth fully penetrated weld and for the equator weld 

seam a large smooth fully penetrated weld. 

The welds should be realised without any 

projection on the inside surface to conform with the 

cavity realization specifications. 

Geometrical information 

The inside welds were realised on Niobium parts 

of 78 and 206 mm inside diameter. 

The material thickness at the weld seam was 

reduced from 3.0mm of the bulk of halfcells and 

endpipe to locally 2.0 mm thickness at the seam 

position. 
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Weld information 

The welds have been realised at a vacuum level of 

2×10-6 mbar. 

The exiting beam was oriented slightly downwards 

to take profit of the gravity influence on the molten 

weld pool. 

Equator: Beam power 3.15 kW 

Iris: Beam power 2.56 kW 

Weld speed for both welds 0.6 m/min 

Scan Results 

Fig.6. Scan screen of Equator beam parameters. 

The beam energy density distribution was 

distributed perpendicular to the weld seam for the 

high density part. The scan shows a concentration of 

beam power perpendicular to the weld seam, 

length/width ratio of 2 at 10% of 1.2 at 50% and of 

0.5 at 90% of the maximum density. 

Fig.7. Scan screen of Iris beam parameters. 

The beam energy density distribution was 

distributed parallel to the weld seam for the whole 

density distribution. The scan shows a concentration 

of beam power parallel to the weld seam, length/width 

ratio of 2 at 10%, 50% and 90% of the maximum 

density. 

Weld seam results 

The iris weld gives a smooth inside and outside 

surface of 4.6 mm inside and 3.7 mm outside width. 

The equator weld gives a smooth inside surface of 

5.7 mm width, the outside surface showed partially 

penetration. 

Discussion 

Both welds were realised from the inside with a 

fixed beam. 

The fully penetrated iris weld was realised with a 

density distribution aligned with the weld seam. The 

iris weld gave small outside projections and was fully 

penetrated. The inside weld seam showed a very 

smooth surface aspect including the overlap region at 

the end of the weld. 

The equator weld was realised with a density 

distribution more perpendicular to the weld seam. The 

inside equator weld seam was fully welded and 

showed a very smooth surface aspect including the 

overlap region. The outside equator weld seam on the 

halfcells, on the contrary, showed a nearly penetrated 

weld. Trial welds on a cylinder sample gave full 

penetration results. The difference can be explained 

by an underestimation of the halfcell thermal mass. 

The proximity of the 3 mm thick halfcell shell taking 

up part of the energy, there was a lack of energy to 

obtain full penetration.  

A small correction to the equator parameters 

producing a beam with a smaller transverse size and a 

little bit higher energy density will permit to give the 

fully penetration. 

Conclusion 

The association of the TechBend and TechScan 

tools give a simple and robust beam analyzer setup for 

quality assessment of inside EBeam welds. The beam 

scan being performed in any orientation and relative 

position, inside ebeam weld parameters scans can be 

performed in an easy setup. 

The analysis of the deflected EBeam at the desired 

weld positions of Iris and Equator, shows a large 

spectrum of possible energy density distributions and 

beam shapes. The analysis parameter set permits a 

new approach to weld parameter search. 

Remaining challenges are the realization of a 

complete database over the complete gun voltage and 

current range. 
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